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1. Introduction

Since the discovery by S. Iijima in 1991 [1] various potential applications have been proposed for carbon nanotubes (CNTs): sensors, field emission displays, nanometer-sized semiconductor devices and hydrogen storage media. There is a huge literature stream related to nanotube research. On a fundamental level, there are still challenges to mass-produce controlled nanostructures at reasonable cost and new features. There is also a great demand for control versatile electronic characteristics of CNTs. One strategy is to use the CNTs themselves, controlling useful properties via their radii and morphologies. An alternative approach leading to new features of CNTs, i.e. directional action on their versatile electronic characteristics, is based on filling them with condensed substances from a wide range of materials [2-8]. CNTs are sp² graphene carbon cylinders capable of hosting a variety of species, including 1D crystals of metals, metal salts and oxides; semiconductors; superconductors; and chains of fullerene or endofullerene molecules (see Refs. cited in [7,8]). Such objects are distinguished in their unique physical and chemical properties from both hollow nanotubes and the encapsulated substances, which permits one to purpose-tailor "nanowires" and "nanotubes" with unique physical and chemical properties.

Among materials encapsulated within CNTs are both elementary substances and the binary compounds formed from the group 15–16–17 elements. Figure 1 presents a typical high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) filled with one of the metal halogenides, i.e., BaI₂@SWNT. However, one should note the possible filling of SWNTs with the alone helical iodine chains (Figure 2). Of course, the multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) can be filled with the elemental forms (e.g., Bi, Sb, S, Se, Te, I₂), halogenides (e.g., consistent of Cl, Br, I₂), oxides (e.g., Sb₂O₃), and chalcogenides (e.g., Sb₂S₃, CdS, SnSe, SnTe, HgTe), too. A comprehensive list of such carbon nanostructures has been reviewed by A. Eliseev at al. [7] and P. Lukanow et al. [8].
Figure 1. a) HRTEM image of BaI$_2$/SWNT composite. b) Detail from boxed region in (a), for which image noise was reduced with a deconvolution filter. c) Structure plot based on a 2D peak-mapping analysis of (b); end-on view on the right. d) Simulated HRTEM image, e) complete structure model of BaI$_2$/SWNT composite. f) Coordination model of 1D BaI$_2$ chain. g) 5-coordinate, h) 6-coordinate BaI$_6$ polyhedra and ball-and-stick models derived from (c). i) and j) Models showing derived equatorial bond angles and distances for BaI$_4$ units along the center of the 1D BaI$_2$ chain (ionic radii in (j) indicated by diffuse spheres) (Reproduced from [9] with permission. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH).

Figure 2. a) Higher resolution Z-contrast image of a SWNT containing two strands of iodine. (b) Maximum entropy processed image to reduce the noise. Two constrictions can be seen, consistent with the projection of a double helix configuration with the two chains spiraling along the inside walls of the nanotube as shown in the overlay in (c). The period of the helix is about 5 nm, and the maximum separation of the two strands is ~0.65 nm, much less than the 1.3 -1.4 nm diameter of the SWNT (Reproduced from [10] with permission. Copyright the American Physical Society).
This review summarizes results of recent investigations [11-14] of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) filled with ternary chalcohalides formed from the group 15–16–17 elements, i.e. antimony sulfoiodide (SbSI) and antimony selenoiodide (SbSeI) known as SbSI-type materials. Some recent original data are presented, too. It should be underlined that the bulk SbSI being a semiconducting ferroelectric has an unusually large number of very attractive and suitable properties (see Refs. cited in [15-17]). Among them there are the photoferroelectricity, pyroelectric, pyrooptic, piezoelectric, electromechanical, electrooptic, photorefractive and nonlinear optical effects. Therefore SbSI is taken into consideration as a valuable material for many applications (see the literature cited in [15-17]).

SbSI type materials have been synthesized in different ways (see Refs. in [15-17]. The most often used method consists in fusion of stoichiometric amounts of antimony, sulfur and iodine or antimony iodide, and antimony sulphide with antimony iodide. The procedure requires high temperature (723 - 873 K) and long reaction time (1-3 days). Recently [15,17], a novel sonochemical method for direct preparation of semiconducting and ferroelectric SbSI nanowires has been established. The determined [15,17] value of the indirect forbidden energy band gap of SbSI gel $E_{gI}$=1.829(27) eV is well compared to the bulk value of band gap of SbSI reported in the literature (see Refs. in [15,17]). The maximum of dielectric constant $\varepsilon$=1.6·$10^4$ of SbSI nanowires was observed at Curie temperature $T_c=292(1)$ K [17,18] that well corresponds with the phase transition in bulk SbSI crystals. It should be underlined that SbSeI can be sonochemically prepared in the form of crystalline nanowires [17,19], too.

2. Preparation of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs

There are known a few methods for filling CNTs with different substances [4,6-8]: catalytic synthesis of nanotubes using the metals as catalysts, capillary drawing-in of molten materials or materials dissolved in solvents having a low surface tension, saturation with metal vapor as well as electrochemical methods based on passing the electrical current through an electrolyte containing dissolved metal atoms. In this paper we present another method for inserting materials into the inner cavity of a nanotube. Our method is based on sonochemistry. It is well known [20-25] that ultrasound can induce new reactivities leading to the formation of unexpected chemical species. What makes sonochemistry unique is the remarkable phenomenon of cavitation [25,26]. Comparing sonochemical method of preparing materials with the traditional ones, it can be seen that ultrasound irradiation can be used at room temperature and ambient pressure to promote heterogeneous reactions that normally occur only under extreme conditions of hundreds of atmospheres and degrees (e.g., [20-22]).
Both SbSI and SbSeI were prepared in CNTs ultrasonically from the constituents (the elements Sb, I, and S or Se) [11-14]. Methanol and ethanol served as the solvents for these reactions, respectively. All the reagents used in experiments were of analytical purity and were used without further purification. Antimony (99.95 %), selenium (99.5 %) and multi-walled CNTs (659258–10G, 90+) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Sublimated sulfur (pure p.a.), iodine (pure p.a.), absolute methanol (pure p.a.), and absolute ethanol (pure p.a.) were purchased from POCH S.A. (Gliwice, Poland). In a typical procedure of fabrication SbSI@CNTs [11], the elemental mixture with stoichiometric ratio of e.g. 0.380 g Sb, 0.099 g S and 0.394 g I, was immersed with 0.282 g of CNTs in 40 ml absolute methanol, which was contained in a 54 ml Pyrex glass cylinder of 20 mm inside diameter. In the first procedure of fabrication SbSeI@CNTs [14], the elemental mixture with stoichiometric ratio of e.g. 0.156 g Sb, 0.101 g Se and 0.165 g I, was immersed with 0.102 g of CNTs in 10 ml absolute ethanol, which was contained in a 54 ml Pyrex glass cylinder of 20 mm inside diameter. Furthermore, the syntheses of SbSeI in CNTs have been done in [14] for twice and four times greater contents of Se in the mixture (the obtained products are discussed in the next section). Vessels with the substrates were closed during experiments [11, 14] to prevent volatilization of the precipitants in long time tests. Bottoms of the vessels were planar or semispherical and 1 mm in thickness. Figure 3 presents scheme of the technological set-up. The cylinders were partly submerged in water in an ultrasonic reactor (InterSonic IS–UZP–2, frequency 35 kHz, with 75 W electrical power and 2.6 W/cm² power density guaranteed by the manufacturer). Temperature of the bath was established using the Haake DC–K20 refrigerated circulator bath (Thermo Scientific). The sonochemical processes were continued for 3 h at 323 K temperature of the water in the ultrasonic reactor. During the sonications sols were formed. It was observed that the color of the suspension changed gradually indicating the growth process of the SbSI and SbSeI. To control this process, measurements of optical diffusive reflectance \( R_d(\lambda) \) of the sample were performed (Figure 4). It was assumed that the sonochemical process is finished when the spectral characteristics of \( R_d(\lambda) \) do not change with time.
When the sonication processes were finished, a dark sols were obtained. They were centrifuged using the MPW–223e centrifuge, MPW Med. Instruments (Poland), to extract the products. Then the liquids above the sediments were replaced with pure methanol or ethanol to wash the precipitates in the cases of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs, respectively. The centrifugation and washing were performed 5 times in both cases. At the end methanol as well as ethanol were evaporated from the samples during the drying in air at room temperature, so a brown-purple (Figure 5a) and dark brown–purple (Figure 5b) substances were obtained in the cases of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs, respectively.

3. Morphology, composition and crystal structure of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs

Characterization of the multi–walled CNTs filled with SbSI or SbSeI [11-14] was accomplished using different techniques, such as powder X–ray diffraction (XRD) performed on a JEOL JDX-75 X-ray diffractometer with graphite monochromatized Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.154056 nm), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X–ray spectroscopy (EDS) performed on a Hitachi S-4200 microscope with EDS Thermo Scientific spectrometer, high–
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) performed on a JEOL-JEM 3010 microscope.

Figure 6. The powder XRD pattern of dried CNTs filled with SbSI ultrasonically in methanol [11].

Figure 7. The powder XRD patterns of dried multi–walled CNTs filled with SbSeI ultrasonically in ethanol with different compositions of the reactants [14] (1- 0.101 g Se, 2- 0.202 g Se, 3- 0.404 g Se, 0.156 g Sb, 0.165 g I₂, and 0.102 g of CNTs in 10 ml absolute ethanol; described peaks correspond to the crystalline SbSeI [27,28], C [29,30] and SbI₃ [31,32]).

The powder XRD pattern of the MWNTs filled with SbSI is shown in Figure 6. The well-defined, sharp diffraction lines suggest the well-crystallized substance. It was found that the diffraction lines can be divided into three groups. In the first group, containing most of the lines, the peaks can be indexed to be a pure orthorhombic phase for SbSI with the cell constants \(a=0.858\) nm, \(b=1.017\) nm, and \(c=0.414\) nm. The identification was done using the PCSI-WIN computer program and the data from JCPDS-International Centre for Diffraction Data 2000. The intensities and positions of the peaks are in good agreement with literature values for SbSI [33]. The second group of diffraction lines can be indexed to be a carbon phase P6₃mc with the cell constants \(a=0.2470\) nm and \(c=0.6790\) nm [30]. The third group of a few addition-
al X-ray diffraction lines for 2θ equal 16.51°, 18.66° and 29.00° has given the following values of \( d_{\text{hkl}} \): 0.536 nm, 0.475 nm, and 0.308 nm, respectively. These lines may be explained as follows. The XRD investigations [34] of SbSI sonochemically produced in methanol show the coexistence of phases with Pna2\(_1\) and Pnam crystal symmetry that are characteristic for ferroelectric and paraelectric domains, respectively. Hence, such data obtained at 298 K represent a structure of just below or very near the transition temperature of SbSI. Another explanation for the additional X-ray diffraction lines can be given taking into account existence of unknown phase in the investigated material. This problem must be studied in the future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2θ</th>
<th>( d_{\text{hkl}} )</th>
<th>( d_{\text{hkl}} )</th>
<th>sign</th>
<th>( d_{\text{hkl}} )</th>
<th>( d_{\text{hkl}} )</th>
<th>( d_{\text{hkl}} )</th>
<th>( d_{\text{hkl}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20.166</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>440.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>432(13)</td>
<td>434.9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.468</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>413.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>401.3</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.324</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>381.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>383.66</td>
<td>011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.961</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>356.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>351.41</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.245</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>339.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>332(5)</td>
<td>339.5</td>
<td>002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.797</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>309.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>311.63</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.602</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>301.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>303.13</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.183</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>286.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>287.7</td>
<td>211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.768</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>281.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>279.3</td>
<td>301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.422</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>267.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>265.62</td>
<td>031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.488</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>259.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>259.51</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.457</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>253.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>253.3</td>
<td>320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.013</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>225.1</td>
<td>223.35</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>223.35</td>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.154</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>219.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>217.45</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.869</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>215.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>213.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>215.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.578</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>207.5</td>
<td>206.35</td>
<td>002</td>
<td>204.02</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>206.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.117</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>200.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200.65</td>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.448</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>199.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>197.14</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.029</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>193.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>195.85</td>
<td>331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.966</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>189.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>189.17</td>
<td>411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.459</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>187.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>187.81</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.546</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>177.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>175.3</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>177.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.88</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>167.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>169.75</td>
<td>004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.806</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>164.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>165.9</td>
<td>321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.981</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>161.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>161.7</td>
<td>042</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 151.56 | 242 | 151.56 | 242 |

*Table 1.* Comparison of interplanar spacings determined by XRD (Figure 7), SAED (Figure 14) and HRTEM (Figure 12) of multi–walled CNTs filled with SbSel sonochemically in ethanol with literature data for CNTs, SbSel orthorhombic crystals, and Sbl\(_3\) monoclinic crystals.
The powder XRD patterns of the CNTs filled ultrasonically with SbSeI are shown in Figure 7. One can see that the best results (the lowest intensity of SbI$_3$ peaks) have been obtained for four times greater content of Se in the mixture (compare curves in Figure 7). These results indicate that the CNTs should be filled with SbSeI with the excess of Se. The well-defined, sharp diffraction lines suggest the well-crystallized substance (curve 3 in Figure 7). It was found that the diffraction lines can be divided into three groups (Table 1). In the first group, containing most of the lines, the peaks can be indexed to be a pure orthorhombic phase for SbSeI with the cell constants $a=0.8698$ nm, $b=1.0412$ nm, and $c=0.4127$ nm [27,28]. The intensities and positions of the peaks are in good agreement with literature values for SbSeI [27,28]. The second group of diffraction lines can be indexed to be a carbon phase P6$_3$mc with the cell constants $a=0.2470$ nm and $c=0.6790$ nm [29,30]. The third group of a few additional X-ray diffraction lines can be attributed to the monoclinic antimony iodide (SbI$_3$) with the cell constants $a=0.7281$ nm, $b=1.0902$ nm, $c=0.8946$ nm, and $β=109.930$° [31,32]. It can be explained as follows. In ethanol iodine reacts with antimony forming antimony iodide (1). This substance is soluble in alcohols [35]. When the alcohol is evaporated, the SbI$_3$ crystallizes. It is probable that (despite the washing of the CNTs sonochemically filled with SbSeI) some portion of SbI$_3$ still exists in the product. This problem should be solved in the future.

Figure 8. The typical SEM micrographs of dried gels of SbSI@CNTs [11] and SbSeI@CNTs [14].

Figure 9. Typical TEM images of an individual SbSI@CNT [11] and SbSeI@CNT [14].
The typical SEM micrographs of the dried SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs prepared sono-chemically in methanol and ethanol, respectively, are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The samples used for SEM and EDS observations were prepared by dispersing a small quantity of the CNTs filled with SbSI or SbSeI in ethanol followed by ultrasonic vibration for 10 min. One or two drops of the nanoparticle solutions were deposited on naturally oxidized silicon single crystal plate and dried in 120 min at room temperature in vacuum. One can see SbI₃ nanoparticles around some of the SbSeI@CNTs (Figure 9). Probably, these nanoparticles have been grown from the solution (SbI₃ dissolved in ethanol) during drying of the product. The SbI₃ by-product is the rest of intermediate compound obtained during sonochemical synthesis of SbSeI [36]. The dimension of SbI₃ nanoparticle has been about 30 nm. The chemical composition and crystal structure of these nanoparticles have been proved [14].

Table 2. Atomic concentration of components determined by EDS of the multi–walled CNTs filled sonochemically with SbSI in methanol and with SbSeI in ethanol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>SbSI@CNTs [11]</th>
<th>SbSeI@CNTs [14]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>5.1(3)</td>
<td>46(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1.7(3)</td>
<td>21(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Se</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>3.8(3)</td>
<td>33(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>89.4(13.4)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. The EDS spectra of dried multi-walled CNTs filled ultrasonically with SbSI [11] and SbSeI [14] (the investigated material was deposited on naturally oxidized Si single crystal).
The EDS spectra of dried multi-walled CNTs filled ultrasonically with SbSI and SbSeI are presented in Figure 10. The measured atomic concentrations of Sb, S, Se, I and C (without Si and O from the supporting wafer) are presented in Table 2. Taking into consideration the large excess of Sb and the deficit of S or Se as well as I detected by EDS, it should be underlined that the EDS analysis performed on sonochemically produced alone SbSeI gel confirmed an elemental atomic ratio of 0.41:0.26:0.33 for Sb, Se, and I [19]. Therefore, as it was suggested in [19], probably a separate phase of Sb and I is present, and presumably it is adsorbed on the surface of the SbSeI. A similar case was recently discovered in the XPS investigations of sonochemically prepared SbSI nanowires [37]. It is improbable that the excess Sb is present within the ordered SbSI and SbSeI nanowires inside the CNTs, since the interplanar spacings corresponds to stoichiometric materials (Figures 11 and 12). In [37] the antimonny subiodide was suggested as the hypothetical material of the surface layer on SbSI nanowires. Such Sb$_3$I subiodide was obtained sonochemically [38]. Probably, there is the same compound on the surface of sonochemically prepared SbSeI nanowires. The existence of this substance will be investigated in the near future.

Figure 11. HRTEM image of an individual MWCNT filled with SbSI sonochemically in methanol. The fringe spacings of 0.319(2) nm (1) and 0.209(2) nm (2) correspond to the interplanar distances between the (220) planes of SbSI crystal and (101) planes of carbon nanotube, respectively [11].

The TEM (Figure 9) and HRTEM images (Figures 11 and 12) of an individual CNTs sonochemically filled with SbSI and SbSeI reveal that the products consist of coaxial nanocables. The lateral dimensions of the SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs have been in the ranges from 30 to 200 nm and from 20 to 170 nm, respectively [11,14]. Lengths of these nanocables reach up to several micrometers in both cases. The HRTEM images of individual CNTs sonochemically filled with SbSI (Figure 11) exhibit good crystallinity of the SbSI and its clear (220) lattice fringes parallel to the nanocable axis. It indicates the growth of SbSI inside the CNT in [001] direction. The interplanar spacing is about 0.319(2) nm, which coincide with the interplanar
spacing 0.32494 nm of (220) planes of the orthorhombic structure of conventional SbSI [33]. Figure 11 shows also the lattice fringes of the CNT walls. The fringe spacings of 0.209(2) nm match with the 0.21390 nm interplanar distances between the (101) planes of carbon nanotubes [30]. All these results correspond well with the XRD patterns (Figure 6) of the CNTs sonochemically filled with SbSI. The SAED pattern (Figure 13) recorded on the end of multi-walled CNT filled with SbSI (presented in Figure 9a) indicates the interplanar spacings appropriate for CNTs as well as SbSI crystals (see Table 3).

Figure 12. HRTEM image of an individual multi-walled CNT filled with SbSeI sonochemically in ethanol. The fringe spacings of 0.332(5) nm (sign 1) and 0.432(13) nm (sign 2) correspond to the interplanar distances between the (002) planes of carbon nanotube and (200) planes of SbSeI crystal, respectively [14].

Figure 13. SAED pattern of MWCNT filled with SbSI ultrasonically in methanol [11] (shown in Figure 9). The diffraction patterns correspond to the interplanar distances presented in Table 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Results of the SAED ( d_{\text{int}} ) (nm)</th>
<th>Literature data for C [29, 30]</th>
<th>Literature data for SbSI [27, 33]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( d_{\text{int}} ) (nm)</td>
<td>( hkl )</td>
<td>( d_{\text{int}} ) (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 reflex</td>
<td>0.4360</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 reflex</td>
<td>0.3732</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 reflex</td>
<td>0.3470</td>
<td>0.33950</td>
<td>(002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 reflex</td>
<td>0.2189</td>
<td>0.21390</td>
<td>(100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.2089</td>
<td>0.20402</td>
<td>(101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 reflex</td>
<td>0.1446</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 reflex</td>
<td>0.1190</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 circle</td>
<td>0.1210</td>
<td>0.12350</td>
<td>(110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 circle</td>
<td>0.1155</td>
<td>0.11606</td>
<td>(112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.11464</td>
<td>(105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.11316</td>
<td>(006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 circle</td>
<td>0.1036</td>
<td>0.10425</td>
<td>(202)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 circle</td>
<td>0.07874</td>
<td>0.07954</td>
<td>(122)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 circle</td>
<td>0.07038</td>
<td>0.07720</td>
<td>(206)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison of interplanar spacings determined by SAED (Figure 13) of multi-walled CNT filled with SbSI ultrasonically in methanol with literature data for CNTs and SbSI bulk crystals.

The HRTEM images of an individual CNTs sonochemically filled with SbSeI (Figure 12) exhibit good crystallinity of the SbSeI and its clear (200) lattice fringes parallel to the nanocable axis. It indicates the growth of SbSeI inside the CNT in [001] direction. The interplanar spacing is about 0.432(13) nm, which coincide with the interplanar spacing 0.4349 nm of (200) planes of the orthorhombic structure of conventional SbSeI [28]. Figure 12 shows also the lattice fringes of the CNT walls. The fringe spacings of 0.332(5) nm match with the 0.3395 nm interplanar distances between the (002) planes of carbon nanotubes [30]. All these results correspond well with the XRD patterns (Figure 7, Table 1) of the CNTs sonochemically filled with SbSeI. The SAED pattern (Figure 14) recorded on the multi-walled CNT filled with SbSeI (presented in Figure 12) indicates the interplanar spacings appropriate for SbSeI crystals (see Table 1). Surprisingly, the presence of SbSeI nanowires or SbSeI material on the outer walls of the MWCNT has not been observed in the HRTEM and TEM images. Probably, the process of capillary suction of molecules into carbon nanotubes facilitates the process of SbSeI nanocrystal growth.
4. Mechanisms of sonochemical preparation of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs

It is known that the mode of insertion dictates the nature and morphology of the obtained filling of CNTs [39]. When the filling is induced via solution–deposition, small discrete encapsulates are obtained, whereas when it is obtained via capillarity, continuously filled CNTs are observed. Probably the last happens when CNTs are filled sonochemically by SbSI [11] as well as by SbSeI [14]. As in the case of sonochemically produced alone SbSI [15] and SbSeI [19], the transient high–temperature and high–pressure field produced during ultrasonic irradiation provide a favorable environment for the 1D growth of the SbSI and SbSeI nanocrystals from elements inside multi–walled CNTs in ethanol, though the bulk solution surrounding the collapsing bubbles is at relatively low temperature (T=323 K) and atmospheric pressure.

The probable reaction routes of synthesis of SbSI and SbSeI in CNTs, and the mechanisms of nanowires formation using elemental Sb, S or Se and I in the presence of methanol and ethanol under ultrasonic irradiation can be summarized as follows:

a. iodine, I$_2$, dissolved in methanol or ethanol reacts with antimony and forms the antimony triiodide, SbI$_3$, also dissolved in ethanol [40]

$$2\text{Sb} + 3\text{I}_2 \rightarrow 2\text{SbI}_3$$ (1)

b. dehydrogenation, dehydration as well as decomposition of ethanol (2) and methanol (3) in or close to the cavitation bubbles leads to the formation of hydrogen and water [41,42]
\[ C_2H_5OH \leftrightarrow C_2H_4O + H_2, \]
\[ C_2H_5OH \leftrightarrow C_2H_4 + H_2O, \]
\[ C_2H_5OH \leftrightarrow C_2H_4O + H \] (2)

\[ CH_2OH \leftrightarrow CH_2 \cdot + OH^\cdot, \]
\[ OH^\cdot + CH_2OH \leftrightarrow H_2O + CH_2OH^\cdot, \]
\[ CH_2 \cdot + CH_2OH \leftrightarrow CH_2 + CH_2OH^\cdot, \]
\[ CH_2OH^\cdot + M \leftrightarrow CH_2O + H^\cdot + M, \]
\[ CH_2O + M \leftrightarrow H^\cdot + CHO^\cdot + M, \]
\[ CHO^\cdot + M \leftrightarrow CO + H^\cdot + M, \]
\[ H^\cdot + CH_2OH \leftrightarrow H_2 + CH_2OH^\cdot \] (3)

c. the sonolysis of water yields the H\(^\cdot\) and OH\(^\cdot\) radicals

\[ H_2O \rightarrow H^\cdot + OH^\cdot \] (4)

d. the ultrasonic irradiation facilitates the reduction of chalcogens to the active forms of S\(^{-2}\) and Se\(^{-2}\) (see Refs. in [24,43]) that react with the in-situ generated H\(^\cdot\) radicals forming H\(_2\)S and H\(_2\)Se [44]

\[ S + 2H^\cdot \rightarrow H_2S \] (5)

\[ Se + 2H^\cdot \rightarrow H_2Se \] (6)

e. opening of the CNT ends due to the acids (H\(_2\)S, H\(_2\)Se) [7] or the action of ultrasounds [45,46].

f. CNT’s suck the released H\(_2\)S or H\(_2\)Se molecules and SbI\(_3\) in ethanol needed to build SbSI and SbSeI. This is allowed by the capillary effect [47]. It is well known [48,49], that open CNTs are impregnated with excess of the precursor solutions under ultrasonic conditions to ensure that most of the tubes can be filled by the impregnating solution. From the thermodynamic point of view, the dissolution of the impregnating solution sticking to external walls of CNTs into the washing medium necessitates the condition of the solvation energy gain smaller than zero [48,49]. On the other hand, the energy gain for the capillary filling of a CNT must be smaller than the solvation energy to ensure that the solution is stable in the internal cavity of CNTs [48,49].

g. H\(_2\)S or H\(_2\)Se reacts with SbI\(_3\) to yield SbSI and SbSeI molecules.
h. SbSI or SbSeI molecules, under the microjets and shockwaves formed during collapsing of the bubbles, are pushed towards each other in CNTs and are held by chemical forces. Therefore, the nuclei of SbSI or SbSeI are formed as a result of the interparticle collisions (see [24]).

i. the freshly formed nuclei in the solution are unstable and have the tendency to grow into double chains [((SbSI))₂], or [((SbSeI))₂], consisting of two chains related by a twofold screw axis and linked together by a short and strong Sb-S or Sb-Se bonds [50]. Local turbulent flow associated with cavitation and acoustic streaming greatly accelerates mass transport in the liquid phase;

j. the SbSI and SbSeI chains can be readily crystallized into a 3D lattice in the CNTs through van der Waals interactions. Induced by this structure, crystallization tends to occur along the c-axis, favoring the stronger covalent bonds over the relatively weak, inter-chain van der Waals forces [51]. Thus, this solid material has a tendency to form highly anisotropic, 1D structures also inside the CNTs.

The (7) and (8) were the basic reactions used in different methods of preparation of bulk SbSI-type crystals [52]. Despite the tubes filling, the observed nanowire type morphology of the product (Figures 11 and 12) is possibly due to the inherent chain type structure and growth habit of the SbSI as well as SbSeI crystals [50].

5. Optical properties of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs

Optical absorption spectra have been extensively used as one of the most important tools for probing the energy gaps (E_g) and band structures of semiconductors [53]. There are several methods for measuring them. These include diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS). When a material, consisting of many particles or nanoparticles, is illuminated some of the impinging radiation penetrates the sample and some is reflected from its surface. The portion that penetrates the sample is scattered at a large number of points in its path as well as it is transmitted through the particles a number of times. Only the part of this radiation that is returned to the surface of the sample and comes back out is considered to be diffuse reflection. This component has been investigated extensively by many authors [54-56]. DRS is a suitable, not destructive, and simple method of investigation, especially important in examinations of porous, nanocrystalline materials and gels [57]. It is impossible to examine such materials applying specular reflection and it is also extremely difficult to determine the pathlength in an optical transmittance of them. The following factors are related to high spectral quality of diffuse reflectance:

\[
\text{SbI}_3 + \text{H}_2\text{S} \rightarrow \text{SbSI} + \text{H}_2 + \text{I}_2 \tag{7}
\]

\[
\text{SbI}_3 + \text{H}_2\text{Se} \rightarrow \text{SbSeI} + \text{H}_2 + \text{I}_2 \tag{8}
\]
1. dilution of the sample with a non-absorbing matrix ensures a deeper penetration of the incident beam into the sample which increases the contribution of the scattered component in the spectrum and minimizes the specular reflection component;

2. smaller particles improve the quality of DRS spectra because the contribution of reflection from the surface is reduced.

The optical diffuse reflection spectroscopy (DRS) of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs was carried out [11,14] on a spectrophotometer SP-2000 (Ocean Optics Inc.) equipped with an integrating sphere ISP-REF (Ocean Optics Inc.). Spectra were recorded at room temperature, from 350 to 1000 nm. The standard WS-1 (Ocean Optics Inc.) was used as a reference. The diffuse reflectance values were converted to the Kubelka–Munk function (known to be proportional to the absorption coefficient) shown by [54-56]

\[
F_{K-M}(R_d) = \frac{(1 - R_d)^2}{2R_d} ~ \alpha
\]

where \(R_d\) describes the coefficient of diffuse reflectance and \(\alpha\) is the absorption coefficient of light in the investigated material.

In Figure 15 the diffuse reflectance spectra of CNTs filled with SbSI and SbSeI are compared with the spectrum registered for hollow CNTs. In the first cases one can see the characteristic for semiconducting materials edges of fundamental absorption around 615 nm and 687 nm. However, the diffuse reflectance decreases also with increasing wavelengths (Figure 15), probable due to the large amount of free carriers absorbing light. Figure 16 presents the spectra of Kubelka–Munk functions derived from the diffuse reflectance data presented in Figure 15.
Figure 16. Comparison of fitted spectra of Kubelka–Munk functions calculated for diffuse reflectances of multi-walled CNTs filled with SbSeI (■) with the data reported for multi-walled CNTs filled with SbSI (□). Solid curves represent the least square fitted theoretical dependences (description in the text; values of the fitted parameters are given in Table 4) [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitted parameters</th>
<th>CNTs filled with SbSeI [14]</th>
<th>Values determined assuming</th>
<th>SbSeI nanowires</th>
<th>CNTs filled with SbSI [11]</th>
<th>SbSI nanowires</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect allowed absorption</td>
<td>Indirect forbidden absorption</td>
<td>Indirect allowed absorption without phonon statistics – normalized for hν</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>0.1223</td>
<td>5.592</td>
<td>78.14</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_g$ [eV]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.6(1)</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{g}}$ [eV]</td>
<td>1.61(6)</td>
<td>1.72(4)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{g}}$ [eV]</td>
<td>0.099(6)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{00}$ [1/eV/m]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>41(2)</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{123}$ [10⁻¹³m⁻³]</td>
<td>11.14(1)</td>
<td>11(2)</td>
<td>11.11(1)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{21}$ [1/eV/m]</td>
<td>27.7(6)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{41}$ [1/eV/m]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>60(1)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{0}$ [1/m]</td>
<td>1.019(1)</td>
<td>1(1)</td>
<td>1.02(2)</td>
<td>0.01071</td>
<td>2.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{123}$ [10⁻¹³m⁻³]</td>
<td>0.0810</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.01071</td>
<td>2.702</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{50}$ [1/eV/m]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{60}$ [1/eV/m]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{123}$ [10⁻¹³m⁻³]</td>
<td>1.09·10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>84.4·10⁻⁹</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of parameters of multi-walled CNTs filled with SbSI and SbSeI with the literature data reported for SbSeI and SbSI nanowires produced sonochemically ($E_{\text{g}}$ – indirect allowed energy gap; $E_{\text{g}}$ – indirect forbidden energy gap; $E_{\text{g}}$ – phonon energy; $E_{\text{U}}$ – Urbach energy; $A_{00}$ – constant absorption; $A_{00}$, $A_{123}$ – proportionality factors determined from the fitting of the spectra of $F_{K-M}$ functions evaluated from the DRS data).

The Kubelka–Munk ($F_{K-M}$) spectra were least square fitted with theoretical dependences appropriate for different mechanisms of absorption [57]. The best fitting was obtained for the
sum of indirect allowed absorption with absorption/emission of phonons ($\alpha_1$), free carrier absorption ($\alpha_2$) and constant absorption term ($\alpha_3$) (see the literature in [53,57]):

$$\alpha = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 + \alpha_3$$

(10)

where

$$\alpha_1 = A_{60} \left( \frac{h\nu - E_{gIa} + E_{ph}}{E_{ph}} \right)^2 \exp \left( \frac{E_{ph}}{k_B T} \right) - 1$$

for

$$E_{gIa} - E_{ph} < h\nu \leq E_{gIa} + E_{ph}$$

(11)

$$\alpha_2 = A_{41} \left( \frac{h\nu - E_{gIa} + E_{ph}}{E_{ph}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{h\nu - E_{gIa} - E_{ph}}{E_{ph}} \right)^2 \exp \left( \frac{E_{ph}}{k_B T} \right) - 1 - \exp \left( \frac{E_{ph}}{k_B T} \right)$$

for $h\nu > E_{gIa} + E_{ph}$

(12)

$$\alpha_3 = A_{123} \cdot 2$$

(13)

$$\alpha_4 = A_{11}$$

(14)

$E_{gIa}$ represents the indirect allowed energy gap, $E_{ph}$ is the phonon energy, $A_{60}$, $A_{41}$, $A_{123}$ are constant parameters, $h\nu$ is the photon energy, $T$ is the temperature, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant. The determined values of these parameters are given in Table 4. In the same table they are compared with the literature data reported for SbSeI [19] and SbSI [57] nanowires produced sonochemically.

It should be noted that absorption spectra [58-62] of bulk SbSeI single crystals have been fitted as indirect allowed absorption without phonon statistics – normalized for $h\nu$ ($\alpha_4$)

$$\alpha_4 = \frac{A_{41}}{h\nu} (h\nu - E_{gIa})^2$$

for $h\nu > E_{gIa}$

(15)

where $E_{gIa}$ represents the indirect allowed energy gap, $A_{41}$ is the proportionality factor. It should be noted that the indirect allowed optical energy gap described by formulae (17) was discovered also in doped single crystals SbSeI:Co [61], SbSeI:V [60], SbSeI:Cr [59], and
SbSeI:Ni [58]. Therefore, we fitted the same spectrum of \( F_{K-M} \) of the CNTs filled with SbSeI (Figure 16) with theoretical dependence appropriate for the sum of indirect allowed absorption without phonon statistics – normalized for \( h\nu \) \((\alpha_4)\), free carrier absorption \((\alpha_2)\) and constant absorption term \((\alpha_3)\). Values of the fitted parameters are given in Table 4, too. However, the value of sum of squared residuals \((\chi^2)\) in the last fitting is over six hundred times larger then in the case of fitting with formula (10) (Table 4).

One should remember that the \( F_{K-M} \) spectrum of sonochemically produced alone SbSeI nanowires [19] was best fitted for indirect forbidden absorption \((\alpha_5)\), Urbach ruled absorption \((\alpha_6)\) and constant absorption term \((\alpha_3)\), where

\[
\alpha_5 = A_5 (h\nu - E_{\text{gap}})^3 \quad \text{for} \quad h\nu > E_{\text{gap}} 
\]

\[
\alpha_6 = A_6 \exp\left(\frac{h\nu}{E_U}\right) 
\]

Therefore, we fitted the same spectrum (Figure 16) of \( F_{K-M} \) of the CNTs filled with SbSeI with theoretical dependence appropriate for the sum of \( \alpha_4, \alpha_5 \) and \( \alpha_6 \) (the fitting did not take into account the \( \alpha_6 \) because it is in contradiction with the experimental data described by \( \alpha_3 \)). One can see that the value of sum of squared residuals \((\chi^2)\) in the last fitting is over forty five times larger than in the case of fitting with the indirect allowed absorption (Table 4).

The observed free carrier absorption of light in the case of CNTs filled with SbSI and SbSeI is evoked by the CNTs material because it is absent in the case of alone SbSI and SbSeI nanowires [19,57]. Instead of it the Urbach absorption was reported in the latter cases. May be the latter mechanism of absorption exists also in CNTs filled with SbSI and SbSeI but it is hidden by the free carrier absorption. It is known (see [47]) that a metal atom intercalated inside the internal cavity of a CNT displays a tendency towards the transfer of some part of the valence electrons to the outer surface of the nanotube, where unoccupied electronic states exist. As a result of such a transfer there arises an additional mechanism of electrical conduction, related to the travel of an electron about those states.

The nanocrystalline SbSeI filling the CNTs is a semiconductor with little smaller energy gap of 1.61 eV than the alone SbSeI nanowires (Table 4). The established type of indirect allowed energy gap of SbSeI in CNTs is different from the indirect forbidden energy gap of sonochemically produced alone SbSeI nanowires [19]. However, one should remember that absorption spectra [58-62] of bulk SbSeI single crystals have been fitted with indirect allowed absorption without phonon statistics – normalized for \( h\nu \). Therefore, the indirect allowed energy gap of SbSeI in CNTs is very probable and the light absorption in the alone SbSeI nanowires should be studied again.
6. Electrical and photoelectrical properties of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs

In [13] for the first time electrical investigations have been performed on circular samples of SbSI@CNT gel prepared sonochemically. The diameter and thickness of the sample were 4 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. The largest opposite surfaces of the sample were covered with a silver paste (SPI Supplies) and electrical connection from these electrodes was made by copper wire. The measurements were performed applying impedance analyzer Agilent 4294A in the frequency (f) range 200 Hz – 20 MHz with amplitude of 0.01 V and zero bias. The impedance investigations were made in vacuum in the temperature region from 273 K to 353 K using a LN2 cryostat VPF-700 (Janis Research Company, Inc.). The metallic chamber served as a Faraday cage in order to eliminate undesired external interference. The temperature was controlled using 331 Temperature Monitor, (Lake Shore). Measurements were performed in darkness to avoid the excess carriers that can be photogenerated in SbSI@CNT. LabView program has been developed for computer-controlling the experiment, data acquisition and analysis.

Figures 17a and 17b present influence of temperature on Bode plots for SbSI@CNT gel prepared ultrasonically in methanol. The impedance amplitude (|Z|) decreases while the phase (ϕ) increases with increasing frequency. Using formulae: \[ \text{Re}Z = |Z| \cos \phi \] and \[ \text{Im}Z = |Z| \sin \phi, \]
the Nyquist plots (Figure 17c) have been constructed. The two arcs in Nyquist plots, in the temperature range from 273 K to 293 K, suggest the need of using non Debye model to interpret the data. Hence, the equivalent circuit to interpret the impedance of SbSI@CNT gel should contain the constant phase element (CPE) with impedance given by

\[
Z_{\text{CPE}} = \left[ A(j\omega)^n \right]^{-1}
\]

where: parameter A is a constant, \( j^2 = -1, \omega = 2\pi f \), the exponent n equals 1 for ideal capacitor, 0.5 in the case of diffusion processes, 0 for ideal resistor, and -1 for ideal inductor [63]. The porous materials have values of n from the range 0.9 ÷ 1 [63].

For temperatures higher than T=293 K only one arc in Nyquist plots is observed (Figure 17c). Probably, it is evoked by the ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition of SbSI near Curie temperature \( T_c = 292(1) \) K [17,18].

The experimental data have been best fitted (Figure 17) employing complex nonlinear curve fitting using ZView 2 program [64]. Fitting of the Nyquist plots has been done using equivalent circuits reported for different models (e.g. Voigt circuit, Maxwell circuit, and their combinations). The best fitting was obtained using equivalent circuit shown in Figure 18. It is consistent of serial connection of two parallel circuits (resistors: R1, R2 and CPE elements: CPE1, CPE2) with inductance L. Probably, the first parallel circuit (R1 – CPE1) represents properties of SbSI component while the second parallel circuit (R2 – CPE2) describes properties of CNTs and the electrodes. The inductance L is dedicated to the presence of CNTs [65,66].
Figure 17. Influence of temperature on Bode (a, b) and Nyquist (c) plots for SbSI@CNT gel prepared ultrasonically in methanol [13] (■ – 273 K, ■ – 283 K, ■ – 293 K, ■ – 303 K, ■ – 313 K, ■ – 323 K, ■ – 333 K, ■ – 343 K, ■ – 353 K). Solid curves represent the fitted theoretical dependences calculated for an equivalent circuit presented in Figure 18. The fitted parameters are given in Figures 19-21.

Figure 18. Equivalent circuit for SbSI@CNT gel prepared ultrasonically in methanol [13].

Every semiconducting ferroelectric SbSI nanowire (in CNT) can be represented by parallel connection of resistance and capacitance. There appear a few groups of possible explanation of physical origin of CPEs:

1. CPE can be related to macroscopic heterogeneities (porosity, grain sizes, surface roughness, etc.) occurring at the sample electrodes [67];
2. CPE can be associated with ion (anion) adsorption at the roughened electrodes [67];
3. CPE can be related to random mixtures of a conductor and an insulator that can be described by the effective medium approximation [68];
4. CPE can be due to distribution of activation energy of the reduction process [69];
5. CPE can also include contributions from dynamic disorders such as diffusion [68].

In the present case, we are able to offer (after [70]) some additional suggestions, as follows. The CPE represents time-dependent phenomena which, in the case of polarization fluctua-
tions, may be an indicator of the cooperative nature of the fluctuations of individual dipoles. Specifically, fluctuating dipoles interact with their surroundings.

Figure 19. Comparison of the temperature dependences of resistance parameters of the equivalent circuits describing Nyquist plots registered in the cases of SbSI@CNT ultrasonically prepared in methanol [13] (○ – R₁, ● – R₂) (Figures 17 and 18), and SbSI@CNT (■ – R₁, ■ – R₂) and SbSel@CNT (□ – R₁, □ – R₂) ultrasonically prepared in ethanol.

Figure 20. Comparison of the temperature dependences of capacitance parameters of the equivalent circuits describing Nyquist plots registered in the cases of SbSI@CNT ultrasonically prepared in methanol [13] (● – n₁, A₁; ○ – n₂, A₂) (Figures 17 and 18), and SbSI@CNT (● – n, A; ■ – C) and SbSel@CNT (■ – C, □ – C) ultrasonically prepared in ethanol.
In order to interpret experimental data, it is essential to have a model equivalent circuit that provides a realistic representation of the sample. The investigated SbSI@CNT and SbSeI@CNT gel is a complicated object that contains carbon nanotubes (filled with SbSI or SbSeI) connected with each other in parallel and in series, as well as interfaces (i.e. nanowires - nanowires or nanowires - electrodes). Of course the models should not possess too many components, because the fitting of many variables will be unreliable. Therefore the interpretation of the components of the equivalent electric circuits presented in Figure 18 is very difficult. To obtain simpler image of the observed phenomena experiments with single SbSI@CNT and SbSeI@CNT are needed.

Figure 21. Comparison of the temperature dependences of inductance parameters of the equivalent circuits describing Nyquist plots registered in the cases of SbSI@CNT ultrasonically prepared in methanol [13] (●) (Figures 17 and 18), and SbSI@CNT (●) and SbSeI@CNT (○) ultrasonically prepared in ethanol.

Figure 22 presents comparison of the temperature dependences of relaxation time of SbSI@CNT ultrasonically prepared in methanol with the relaxation time of SbSI@CNT and SbSeI@CNT ultrasonically prepared in ethanol. One can see the influence of the liquid used during sonochemical filling of CNTs on properties of the product. In the case of SbSI@CNT ultrasonically prepared in methanol there are two relaxation times in temperatures lower than T=293 K. Above this temperature only one relaxation time is needed to describe the properties of SbSI@CNT. Such behavior can be connected with the ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition of SbSI near Curie temperature $T_C=292(1)$ K [17,18]. This phenomenon needs additional investigations.
Figure 22. Comparison of the temperature dependences of relaxation time of SbSI@CNT ultrasonically prepared in methanol (◆ – τ₁, ○ – τ₂) (Figure 17), and SbSI@CNT (■) and SbSeI@CNT (□) ultrasonically prepared in ethanol [13]. It should be noted, that similar equivalent circuits have been well fitted to the Nyquist plots registered also in the cases of SbSI@CNT and SbSeI@CNT ultrasonically prepared in ethanol. Comparison of the temperature dependences of the fitted parameters are given in Figures 19-21.

To overcome the mentioned above problems with interfaces (i.e., nanotubes - nanotubes and nanotubes - electrodes), an essential prerequisite is to build reliable interconnections between the CNTs and the external electrical circuits. To address this need, various chemical and physical processes have been explored to build such interconnections [71]. Changxin Chen et al. [72,73] have presented ultrasonic nanowelding process, with which one can fabricate reliable bonding between SWCNTs and metal electrodes. Ultrasonic nanowelding was carried out in a FB-128 ultrasonic wire bonder [72,73]. An Al₂O₃ single crystal with a 2,500 μm² circular pressing surface and a RMS roughness of 0.2 nm was mounted onto the bonder to act as the welding head. A clamping force of 78.4 mN was applied to press the welding head against the nanotube and electrodes. At the same time an ultrasonic vibration with a frequency of 60 kHz and an ultrasonic power of about 10 mW was applied to the welding head through an ultrasonic transducer. The ultrasonic energy was transferred to the bonding interface through the ultrasonic welding head. Thus the ends of SWCNTs and electrodes were welded together under the combined action of the ultrasonic energy and a clamping force. The welding process was carried out at room temperature for a duration of 0.2 s.

Figure 23 presents SEM and AFM images of carbon nanotubes on Si/SiO₂ substrate with Au electrodes after ultrasonic welding. In our ultrasonic nanowelding set-up the generator ADG70-100P-230-NO 70 kHz (Rinco Ultrasonics) with converter C 70-2 (Rinco Ultrasonics) has been used. The sonotrodes have been equipped with SiC single crystals. The preliminary
electrical tests of SbSI@CNTs ultrasonic nanowelded with different microelectrodes on different substrates are successful. The obtained results will be published in a near future.

Figure 23. SEM and AFM images of carbon nanotubes on Si/SiO$_2$ substrate with Au electrodes after ultrasonic welding.

5. Conclusions

The presented very simple, sonochemical synthesis of nanophase SbSI or SbSeI in CNTs at low temperature is a convenient, fast, mild, efficient and environmentally friendly route for producing novel type of hybrid nanomaterials. The resulting SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs composites are highly anisotropic 1D structures whose electronic and optical properties are considerably modified with respect to the encapsulating nanotube. The fabricated SbSI and SbSeI fillings of CNTs are single crystalline in nature and in the form of nanowires.

Since the sonochemical process was carried out at ambient temperature and pressure, it may be predicted that upscaling of this method will lead to large quantities of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs. Further studies on the properties of the sonochemically prepared SbSI and SbSeI in CNTs are underway. Taking into account the recently reported sonochemical preparation of pure SbS$_{1-x}$Se$_x$I nanowires [36], one should expect the sonochemical preparation of quaternary SbS$_{1-x}$Se$_x$I semiconductors within CNTs. The possibility of change the energy gap (and other parameters) with changing molar composition ($x$) of the quaternary compounds [36] gives opportunity to tail the functional properties of CNTs filled with SbS$_{1-x}$Se$_x$I. It should be remember that the physical properties of such quaternary compounds, formed as solid solutions, can be tailored with stoichiometric composition. It should be an advantage
of using such material in different devices. It seems that this approach can be extended to the preparation of some other ternary and quaternary nanomaterials formed from the group 15-16-17 elements within CNTs. It should provide a "bottom-up" approach for the manufacture of future nanoscale devices.

This review summarizes all so far published results of investigations on SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs. One can see that the properties of these 1D hybrid nanomaterials still remain little known. Meantime, these nanostructures should provide promising materials for fundamental investigations on nanoscale ferroelectricity and piezoelectricity as well as materials for some applications.

Obviously, the presented new materials as the other one-dimensional semiconductor nanostructures should receive considerable attention from the scientific and engineering communities due to their potentially useful novel electronic properties. The ultrasonic nanowelding of SbSI@CNTs and SbSeI@CNTs with metal microelectrodes meets the need of future large-scale, simply, convenient, fast, and efficient technology to build reliable interconnections between the CNTs filled with ternary chalcohalides formed from the group 15–16–17 elements and the external electrical circuits.
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